Basic properties of matricially normed spaces are considered, and a simple matrix norm characterization of the subspaces of C*-algebras is given. The latter result is used to study the Haagerup tensor products and quotients of such subspaces.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, we consider vector spaces over the complex numbers C. Given a vector space V, we denote by M,( I') = V@ M, the vector space of n x n matrices v = [vii] Here we use the symbol 8 (resp. 0) for a rectangular matrix of zero elements over I/ (resp. C). We identify M,,(C) with B(C", C"), the set of all bounded operators from Cm to C", and we let M,(C) = B(C", C'), where c" has the usual Hilbert space structure. It is well known that if A = [au] E M,,(C), then IIAll = ll~7I = IlA*ll> where AT= [uii] and A* = [aji] , and that if then IIB((=IjAII. If for each n E N, there is a norm (I 1) n on M,( V), the family of the norms { II II,,} is called (I matrix norm on V. V is called a space with a matrix norm, and we use the notation (I', {II II,}), or simply I/. A space with a matrix norm is called a matriciully normed space if its matrix norm satisfies the conditions (1) IIVO~lln+m= IIVII", (11) IIBvll, G IlBll Ilvllnr IlvBIl, G IIBII Ilvll, 217 for all v E M,( I'), BE M,,(C), and the zero element 8 E M,( V). Notice that our defmition of matricially normed spaces is different from that in Cd]. We prefer this definition because the matrix norms of all spaces to be considered will satisfy conditions (I) and (II). Suppose that V and Ware matricially normed spaces and T: V+ W is a linear map. We define
We say that T is completely bounded if (1 TIlrb = sup{ )( T,,ll, n EN} < +CO, T is a complete contraction if (( T(( rb < 1, and T is a complete isometry if for each n E N, T,,: M,,(V) + M,,(W) is an isometry.
Let B(H) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H. We may identify M,(B(H)) with B(H"), where H" = H@ ... @H. Hence, there exists a natural norm on each M,(B(H)) and it is evident that this matrix norm for B(H) satisfies conditions (I) and (II), i.e., B(H) is a matricially normed space. In fact, this matrix norm satisfies the following stronger condition than (I):
(L") II~O~lI,+, =max{llvll., Ibll,~ for all v E M,(V) and o E M,( V).
A matricially normed space V is called an (abstract) operator space if V is completely isometric to a subspace of B(H) for some Hilbert space H. Thus, the matrix norms of operator spaces satisfy the (L")-condition. If A is a C*-algebra, there is a unique C*-algebra norm II (I,, on M,,(A) = A@M,foreachn=1,2,.... Then A is an operator space under this matrix norm since any faithful *-representation K: A + B(H) is a complete isometry. It follows that every subspace of a C*-algebra is an operator space.
Let (V, { 1) II,}) be a matricially normed space. V is called an L"-matricially normed space if its matrix norm satisfies (L")-condition. In this paper, we show that the matricially normed spaces satisfying (L")-condition coincide with the operator spaces (Theorem 3.1).
We shall also consider matricially normed spaces which are not operator spaces. Of particular interest are the LP-matricially normed spaces (1 < p < co), i.e., those that satisfy (LP) llVO~lln+m= (Ilvll,"+ Il4lfY'" for all v E M,,(V) and o E M,,,(V).
In Section 2, we discuss some elementary properties of matricially normed spaces.
In Section 3, we prove our matrix norm characterization of operator spaces. This result is motivated by the results of Choi and Effros [2] , where they characterized the operator systems in the category of matrix ordered spaces, and by the earlier results of Kadison [6] , where he charac-terized the function systems in the category of ordered Banach spaces. The proof of this theorem will be divided into several lemmas. The technique in our proof is inspired by Paulsen and Smith [7] .
In Section 4, we use Theorem 3.1 to show that quotients and Haagerup tensor products of operator spaces are again operator spaces. The latter result had been proved by Paulsen and Smith in [7] .
In Section 5, we study the dual spaces of LP-matrically normed spaces and point out that "the only completely bounded map from Lp into Lp' is the zero map if 1 < p' <p < CO." The following corollary is a trivial consequence of Proposition 2.3.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let (V, { )I II,}) b e a matricially normed space. Then so is (V**, (II II,**>,, h t e second matricial dual space of V, and the embedding map i: V-r V** is a complete isometry.
Remark. In the latter sections, we will omit the subscripts on the matrix norms if there is no confusion.
OPERATOR SPACES
Now we can state our main result. Proof. + is trivial.
-z will consist of the following statements and lemmas. We always assume that V is a matricially normed space satisfying L"-condition.
Consider P= {& v E V}. Then P is a vector space with the operations defined by G+o=v+o and ioV=xV.
On M,(P), we define the norm by I( [Vii] )I = 11 [Vji] 11. Then P is also a matricially normed space. Now consider the vector space L = V@ P@ C. We will notationally identify v 0 d 0 1, an element of L, with the 2 x 2 matrix (,$I) for every v, o E V and 1 E C. L is a *-vector space under the involution (; ;)*=(f ;). 
Let E = q5( L) G B(H)
. Then E is an operator space and its matrix norm can be expressed in terms of the matrix order on B(H) (see [3] ), i.e., we have 
TEN.WR PRODUCTS AND QUOTIENTS OF OPERATOR SPACES
Let E and F be operator spaces contained in C*-algebras A and B, respectively. Using the notations in [7] , we define a norm (see [S] ) on M,(E@ F) for each n E N by IIWI = inf{ IIAII 11~11; @ = (A @WC3 B) , A E WR,, BE M,,(F)}.
The vector space E@ F (algebraic tensor product of E and F) with this matrix norm is called the Haagerup tensor product of E and F and is denoted as E Q,, F. The matrix norm is called the Haagerup norm on E@ F.
The following result is due to Paulsen and Smith 171. Here we will give a simpler proof by using Theorem 3.1. In classical functional analysis, we know that: If (M, 1) 11) is a normed space and E is a closed subspace of h4, then the quotient space M/E under the norm defined by IIXII = W Ilvl19 YE 4 is a normed space, where $ is the corresponding equivalence class in M/E. If (M, 11 11) is a Banach space, so is (M/E, 11 II).
Now suppose (K { II II J) .
is an operator space and E is a subspace of V, which is closed under the norm 11 II i . Then, from Proposition 2.1(2), M,(E) is closed in M,(V) under the norm II II,, for each n E N.
Identifying M,( V/E) with M,( V)/M,(E), we may let M,( V/E) have the correspondent quotient norm I( lln. Then ( V/E, { 11 II ,,}) is a space with a matrix norm. is a matricially normed space whose matrix norm satisfies L"-condition, i.e., V/E is an operator space.
From the definition of the matrix norm on V/E, it is obvious that the quotient map n: V+ V/E is a complete contraction. 1
Remark. By using the same technique as the proof above, we can show that the quotients of matricially normed spaces are still matricially normed spaces.
It is well known that the matricial dual space A* of any C*-algebra A is an Li-matricially normed space. Therefore, subspaces of A* are L'-matricially normed spaces. The following corollary is an easy conclusion of Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 2.4. Hence, II~IIcb/ll~(v)ll 3 n"pp 'lp' -+ cc as n -+ 00 since p' >p. It is a contradiction. If p'= CO, lldllCb llv@ ... 041 = l1411cb llvll = lldllch. Hence, II~IIcb/ll~(v)ll Bn"P + cc as n + cc. It is a contradiction. Therefore, the only completely bounded map from V into W is the zero map. i
As an example, we consider vector space C, on which we have two natural matrix norms. (C, { (I II,}) .
is an L" -matricially normed space if // I/ ,t is the operator norm on M,(C) for each n E N, and (C, { 1) II,*}) is a L'-matricially normed space if II II,* is the dual norm on M,(C) for each n E N. There is no non-trivial completely bounded map from (C, ( II II ,I } ) into (C II II ,* > 1.
Remark. There will generally exist many completely bounded maps from LP-matricially normed spaces into LP'-matricially normed spaces if 16pQp'6cO.
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